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AIMS OF THE PROJECT
OVERALL AIM
To produce a programme of presentations, group work, facilitated discussion and events that support the delivery of a
programme of non-formal learning to reach the following aims as defined by the project requirement and initial
research:


To create a bespoke entrepreneurial 10-day workshop that meets the needs of the artisans who hope to
develop their business concepts into sustainable careers



To enable the development of an Individual Development Plan (IDP) and the foundations of a business plan
for an entrepreneurial idea.

MODEL 1. AIMS OF THE WORKSHOP

Increased motivation of
partispants

Alignment of values and
drivers with business
concepts

Increases sense of
initiative and
entrepreneurship

Business Plan
Business skills, being
economically active

Individual
Development Plan

Cooperation and
collaboration to meet
customer needs

Develop and sustain
networks

Level of digital
competence

Recognition of best
practise and adapting
and sharing ideas

More than anything else, this workshop is to ensure attendees get an understanding of business and personal
development in a context that supports an artisan or other creative career.
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Themes for each day as suggested by the research
MODEL 2, 10-DAY WORKSHOP MODEL THEMES

10 DAY
WORKSHOP
OVERVIEW
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DAY 1. VISION
WHERE ARE WE NOW?
MODEL 3. DAY 1 OVERVIEW

DAY 1 VISION
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DAY 1 AIM
To introduce the workshop purpose and structure, get to know the participants, discuss our initial business and career
ideas, and to understand the need to link our learning to the Individual and Development Plan (IDP)

DAY 1 LEARNING OBJEC TIVES
By the end of this session participants will:


Explain the purpose of the project and the workshops



Describe the background, and some of the knowledge, skills and experience of themselves and their
colleagues



Communicate some indication of their future plans, their strengths and weaknesses, and their business
ideas



Describe the initial methods of identifying development needs and beginning to create measurable
achievable development objectives

There’s a lot more to a good business than a good idea. You need to think things through to maximise your chances of
success.
Are you the right person to run the business?
Will customers like your product?
A business plan will help you turn an idea into a business. It requires you to think through all the parts of your
business, to plan how everything will work.
Artisans are driven by a passion to create and make their creative vision a reality. But to make a living means adapting
your creative skills and matching them with key business skills to make chances of success and reaching your goals
much more likely. Business Plans and Individual Learning Plans will always be changing, as things often do not go as
planned, but it’s always vital to update them to ensure you are on track to meet your long term vision.
Mission: What you want to achieve. As an artisan you will want to see your offer being bought by customers, and you
will want to do this in a way that provides you with a living and the opportunity to develop and innovate to improve your
artistic offer and sustain a viable business
Vision: What you hope your impact will be, this is the impact on:


Your artistic reputation, among customers and stakeholders



Your status as an artisan, in local artistic circles and further afield



Your impact as an employer or business partner on the people you work with



Your impact on the business and artistic profile of your community



Your impact on your friends and family
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Exercise 1
Presenting Yourself and Your Business
You have 15 minutes to prepare a 5-minute presentation on yourself and your creative business to the rest of the
group. Content could include:
(a)

What is your dream or business idea?

(b)

What is the Mission and Vision of your idea?

(c)

HOW and WHY did you arrive at this idea

(d)

Have far have you got with your preparations for your business

(e)

Anything else you want to share about your business?

What is your ideal job and/or career?
Mission

What impact do you want to have?
Vision
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Exercise 2
Current Snapshot of Business Plan
Produce a brief overview of your idea or future career, what sort of business or career do you envisage, fill in as much as you can at this stage, and compare your plan to others.
Name, location

Product/service

Price

Competition

Customer

and business size
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Exercise 3
Unique Selling Point (USP) What is your unique selling point? These are the aspects of your offer that make it stand out from the crowd, and address the needs of your customers in a
way and/or at a price your competition cannot match.
A USP could be thought of as “what you have that competitors don’t.”

What is your USP?
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Exercise 4
SWOT analysis: At this moment identify individually the key points in relation to your business in the 4 areas below

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats
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WHAT IS A SMART OBJECTIVE?
Setting objectives, for both your business plan and your Individual Development Plan (IDP), is a skill you will develop during this workshop and continue to improve as your career
progresses.
SMART stands for
S

Specific - What exactly is your goal, how often or how much? Where and how will it take place?

M

Measurable - How will you measure it; how will you deal with the feedback from the results?

A

Attainable - Goals should be challenging, but are they possible to achieve?

R

Realistic - Are the measurements and timeframes realistic, do you have the skills to do it?

T

Timely - Do you have a timeframe for all goals, no matter how small, this will help you track progress to the bigger goals
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Exercise 5
Think of an objective that you wish to work towards, and the following table will help you to make it SMART (an example has been given)
Skill or ability area

Specific task (what is the

Measures

task or objective)

parameters)

Mission and Vision

Create a Mission and Vision

statement

(standards

and

Achievable? (is it?)

Realistic (is it?)

Timing (start and finish dates)

Have appropriate Mission and

Yes - I have allowed sufficient

Yes - I have the

By March 2016

statement appropriate to

Vision statement in place to add

time to do this, but know it is

skills

my business

to my business plan and other

something I should be doing at

knowledge to write

documents as necessary

the start of setting up my

this about my own

business

business

and
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Looking at ourselves.
This exercise is to look at ourselves as Creatives - we believe we have a talent that can be transformed into a business
that will provide us with a living.
Where are we strongest and weakest?
Will we need others to help us in some areas of development?
What skills can we plan to acquire to help us perform better in our weakest areas?

MODEL 4 PERSONAL SKILLS AUDIT - CAN YOU DO ALL THESE ROLES?

Thinker: Creative. Very good at coming up with ideas, sees opportunity everywhere
Builder: Good at taking an idea and creating a plan and starting business activity
Improver: Excellent at reviewing activity and making changes to improve progress
Producer: Able to make sure an operation delivers at maximum efficiency and meets and exceeds customer needs.
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Let’s look at the four roles:

Thinker

Producer

Builder

Improver

Exercise 6
Where are we strongest and weakest?

Will we need others to help us in some areas of development?

What skills can we plan to acquire to help us perform better in our weakest areas?
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Five benefits of developing your Individual Development Plan
Personal development is an often used but rarely explained term. It is about investing in yourself so that you can
manage yourself effectively regardless of what might happen. Personal development allows you to be proactive. Rather
than waiting for good things to happen, you get out there and make them happen.

5 BENEFITS OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
The following are 5 of the most important benefits of a personal development/learning mindset:
1. Self-awareness
Personal development begins with self-awareness. You get to know who you really are; your values, beliefs and the
purpose you wish to pursue such as running your own business.
2. A sense of direction
Once you have raised your self-awareness, you are clearer on the things you wish to achieve. Decision-making
becomes a lot easier. Tasks which used to take a great deal of your time, no longer make it onto your to-do list. You
now realise that they do not move you towards your objectives and therefore are not worthy of your time.
3. Improved focus and effectiveness
With personal development comes clarity. Even with an improved sense of direction, there will always be multiple tasks
looking for your attention. As your personal development improves, prioritisation becomes much easier. You are clearer
on your objectives and you can quickly identify which task will give you the best result with the resources available to
you at that moment. Improved focus and effectiveness comes with knowing and playing to your strengths.
4. More motivation
When you know what you want to achieve, it is easier for you to see the benefits of taking action. Even when the task
ahead is not enjoyable; if you can see a clear benefit, you are more motivated to take the necessary action.
5. Greater resilience
There will be tough times when running your own business. When these tough times occur, you need to have the skills
and attributes to deal effectively with them. Personal development cannot prevent all bad things from occurring but it
will help you deal with them when they do. You will have greater confidence, resilience, personal and interpersonal
skills to cope with any eventuality.

Personal development is a much used and much maligned term. It is about taking the time and, making the
commitment, to invest in your greatest resource – you.

Exercise 7
In this workbook you will find opportunities to write down emerging ideas for your IDP. Ensure that you take the time to
write them up formally into your IDP document. At the end of the 10-day workshop you will be asked to give a
presentation to your peers on your development plan, its contents, and how you intend to use it.
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Emerging ideas for your Individual Development plan (IDP)
Individual Development Plan Objectives

How will you do this?
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You now need to write SMART objectives for your Individual Development Plan in order to carry out these roles.
Individual Development Plan Objectives

How will you do this
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Additional reading material
http://www.entrepreneur.com/encyclopedia/unique-selling-proposition-usp
USP
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/guides/z9gcd2p/revision/2
SMART
http://www.businessballs.com/swotanalysisfreetemplate.htm
SWOT
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DAY 2. IDEA
WHAT IS MY IDEA?

MODEL 5

DAY 2
IDEA
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Reflection of previous day
Looking over the work from the previous day and the exercises, identify the key areas of interest for a brief review and
clarification
Theme

Further thoughts
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DAY 2 AIM
The aim today is to examine our idea in detail, explore how viable it is, what our customers are like, what is the price of
our artistic offer, and establish what do we think success looks like

DAY 2 LEARNING OBJEC TIVES
By the end of this session participants will be able to:


Explore the process of turning an idea into reality



Explain how to identify markets and customer types



Explain how to meet customer need



Describe the importance of Intellectual Property

For many businesses, product development is a matter of spotting a need in the market and then meeting that need.
However, for many artisans, their product is a result of their creative vision - then begins the process of finding if
anyone will want it, will there be enough of them and what will they pay?
This session looks at your ideas and tries to identify if there is a market that will sustain a business.

MODEL 6 ARTISAN LIFE CYCLE MODEL

While the creation of a product is important in a business life cycle, it has a key role in an artisan’s life and business.
As artisans we are creators first and business people second. But in the cycle above we can see that creation does not
exist in isolation. How people consume or use your offer will influence your creation.
The next stage is managing the business processes, including manufacturing, pricing, refining your skills and
experience and planning.
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The next stage is exposure, where you show your offer to the world, here you will refine your pricing and marketing and
customer and stakeholder communication skills.
Then evaluate how the customer consumed your offer and the creation process begins again.
All during this is the vital ability to work and collaborate with others to improve and innovate. Alongside this is
searching, constant research and networking to discover and improve your position in the marketplace as an artisan.

Exercise 8 - Artisan life cycle
In groups reflect on this life cycle and answer the following questions? Write them down on flip chart paper and feedback
your findings to the group.
1.

Does this life cycle really reflect on how you would work?

2.

What elements would you change, if any?

3.

What development needs does this model suggest for you to consider?

MODEL 7 DREAMS TO REALITY
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But as this model shows, we have lots of creative ideas, many of which will fall by the wayside. Some because they
were never really good enough, but some could have been a success but did not make it because of a number of
barriers, such as:


Who will buy it? Poor customer identification



Poor pricing



Intellectual Property right



Identifying success criteria



A lack of skills



Poor networks,



Poor access to or management of finance.

This workshop is aimed at creative ideas that can become reality. We will address all these in the workshops to follow.
But we look at the first four points now.

Exercise 9
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Name 4 initial barriers to your realistic dreams becoming reality and feedback to the whole group.

WHO WILL BUY IT?
You may have a creative idea, but in terms of sustaining a business if you cannot identify a group of people who may
be interested in it, then it cannot become a real proposition.
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You must research the market segment (the age, income, location, gender) who will buy your product, but you must
also classify groups that would behave in a way that would make your product or offer really appeal to them, so it could
be from the following groups:


Share your artistic vision, culturally aware.



Consider themselves people who appreciate and are knowledgeable about artisan products



Like to buy artisan products



Are willing to spend money on your product



Are willing to tell people about it

MARKET SEGMENTATION AND CUSTOMER CLASSIF ICATION
You need to identify what segment your customer is (age, location, gender, income, education)
You need to identify their classification that is their attitudes and behaviour (artistic, spending patterns and behaviour,
political and socio economic factors, attitudes to culture and travel, etc.)
You could carry this out by using a Mood Board

This example has been taken from:
http://sarahshermansamuel.com/in-the-studio-mood-board/
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What is a mood board?
An arrangement of images, materials, pieces of text, etc. intended to evoke or project a particular style or concept.

Definition





The purpose of a moodboard is to generate a range of ideas on a theme to illustrate the
intended style of the work
A moodboard can include objects such as images, videos, fabrics, text colour schemes or
any forms of inspiration
Moodboards can be shown to a client and used by designers as a source of inspiration
Moodboards can be used for mainly visual projects such as costume design, set planning
web design, graphics, etc.

MODEL 8 MARKETS
Market Segmentation

Divide the market into groups and
identify the areas where there are
people who through buying your
product would satisfy a need

Customer
Classification

When we have identified the groups
we give them a name and how they
would behave towards our products
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Exercise 10
Who is your typical customer? – Discuss in small groups and then complete
Your product(s)?

Market segmentation

Customer Classification

Where?

Who?
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Exercise 11 – Discuss in small groups and then feedback
Why is it important to identify markets?

How does knowing who your customer is help you?
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

WHAT IS COPYRIGHT? Some general advice, but this may vary from country to country.
Copyright gives creators of original work the right to prevent others copying them. How do you get it? Getting
copyright protection is easy. All original works by an author (meaning any creator), set down in material form, have
immediate copyright protection. „Original‟ does not mean that the work is new, fresh and innovative, but simply
that it originated from the author: in brief, that it is not copied from somebody else. There is no copyright in ideas
or concepts, but rather in the expression of these ideas in a material form.
If someone creates a new song but doesn’t write it down or record a performance of it, they have no copyright
protection. Material form does not have to mean “writing on paper‟ in a specific sense; it can include saving a
work onto a disk or hard drive and recording it on a tape or CD.
What does © mean?
If you can obtain copyright protection simply by writing something on paper, why does the inscription “© first
name + last name + date‟ (for example, “© Jo Smyth 1970‟) appear on books, drawings etc? The use of the
copyright symbol does not automatically create copyright protection, but it is important to put it on creative works
for the following reasons:
• It shows who the author is, when the work was created and that the author is asserting their copyright;
• It puts others on notice that they are not entitled to copy the work without the author’s permission;
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• It is a statement that all legal formalities have been complied with to allow copyright to exist in the work.
Remember, copyright protection not only exists in drawings and music, but also in sculptures, fashion garments,
three-dimensional work and works generated by computer programs.
A building and a model of a building can each be the subject of copyright. It is often said that to get copyright
protection, you should post a copy of your work to yourself in a sealed envelope. This does not give you copyright
protection. Instead, it can help to prove the date that the work was created. At present, there is no system for
creative works to be registered in a central database.
If you can show evidence that your work was created before that of someone else, this can become highly
significant when you are trying to prove that they copied you. The best working practice is to carefully keep any
rough drafts, sketches, scribbles and notes which led to your final work. Put the copyright symbol on these as well
as the final work, as they are also subject to copyright protection, and thus they can help to show the date of
creation of the final work.

Intellectual property


Patent – government licence to show sole ownership and right to use, sell, and make products and
inventions.



Copy right – for creative work. You created it and have the exclusive right to print, publish, record it etc.
Identified by the symbol ©



Trademark – is a logo, symbol, word or words, product name representing and belonging to a company.



Trade secrets – information, techniques that has a commercial value. NOTE: in UK law this is not used
but argued as breach of contract / sharing confidential information.

Case study example

Due to copycat brands, in 1915 Coca Cola decided to create a
distinctive bottle to differentiate itself from its competitors. The Root
Glass Company responded to Coca Cola’s national competition
where the design brief was to design a “bottle so distinct that you
would recognize it by feel in the dark, or lying broken on the ground.”
Earl Dean and Clyde Edwards, the designers, were inspired by the
cocoa bean’s elongated shape and distinctive ribs, and created the
fluted contour glass bottle under the direction of Alexander
Samuelsson. The colour of the glass used was called German Green
but it was changed to Georgia Green in homage to the home state of
the Coca Cola bottle. Under the name of Alexandra Samuelson the Patent order was submitted for the familiar
bottle, pictured under the date of 1916. The famous Coca Cola bottle shape was born.


Patent – government licence to show sole ownership and right to use, sell, and make products and
inventions.
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Every 14 years the design varied when the Patent expired. This continued until 1961 when the Coca Cola bottle
was granted Trademark status.
A study in the 1960’s showed that less than 1% of Americans could not identify the bottle of Coke by its shape
alone!
A second Trademark was granted in 1977.



Trademark – is a logo, symbol, word or words, product name representing and belonging to a company.
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Copyright - for creative work. You created it and have the exclusive right to print, publish, record it etc.
Identified by the symbol ©, the date and the name of the person / company that created it

MODEL 9

Copyright

covers

creative

thinking that is

created,

documented,

dated

all

and

signed. Ensure

the

copyright

symbol on any

sketches,

notes,

drafts

you

put

rough

and

scribbles as it

will

be

evidence

you

created

that

the

work

else

and

support

the

creation of the

work.

These can be

date

of

final

before anyone
the

put in a sealed

envelope

and

posted to you.

If

the

seal

remains intact,

it

can

opened in

a

court of law as

proof of when

a design was

created should

there

contest

ownership of a

over

be

be

a

design.
Refer to original slides on IP

Exercise 12 – Discuss in small groups and then feedback
Why is keeping records of your product development important to protect your intellectual property?
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Note: Intellectual Property is a huge area, but it’s important to have some understanding of it, or at least have
access to people who have this knowledge, consider carefully what development activities you could plan to help
with this?

Exercise 13
What initial development needs do you have regarding Intellectual Property?
Individual Development Plan Objectives

How will you do this

IDENTIFYING SUCCESS CRITERIA
Ideas - My creative place
Idea Development Cycle
As we have discussed, ideas don’t always become reality
Always review and refine, things change, failure happens, therefore learn and adapt while trying to be true to your
creative vision. This is why it’s important to set objectives that have a clear measure of what success means, it is
only in this way we can decide what to change and refine our idea and offer to the right customer.
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MODEL 10 ARTISAN LIFE CYCLE OF IDEAS

Idea

Make necessary
changes, evaluate
idea

Measure success,
listen to customers

Refine product or
service, does it have
artistic merit

Artisan Development Life
Cycle

Identify if anyone
wants to buy, does it
have commercial
potential

Begin to trade
Plan and initial
business set up and
what needs to be
learned

It’s important to use this cycle often, whenever you engage in a planned development activity to evaluate its worth
and impact. In this way, as you progress, you will get better at planning development and business activities and
being able to adapt so your creative ideas and your career have a better chance of success

Exercise 14
Finally, what are your expectations of rewards and what does success look like
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Success is

Rewards will be
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Day 2 Business Plan and Individual Development Plan (IDP). Learning and Development Points
Actions for IDP

How will I do this
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Additional reading material
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDKxuTi2Cmk What is intellectual property and why do I care
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMos5Dx-9CQ Understand the 4 types of intellectual property
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jA6q-jgyhgc The creative industry: Artists’ Intellectual property rights
https://www.gov.uk/intellectual-property-an-overview/what-ip-is
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-35762610 Trunki court case ruling has blurred the lines of
protection for IP.
http://www.marketingdonut.co.uk/marketing/marketing-strategy/branding/developing-your-usp-a-step-by-stepguide Marketing strategy/branding
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DAY 3. PRICE/VALUE
MODEL 11

DAY 3
PRICE / VALUE
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Reflection of previous day
Looking over the work from the previous day and the exercises, identify the key areas of interest for a brief review
and clarification
Theme

Further thoughts
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DAY 3 AIM
To understand the importance of financial planning when developing a business strategy.

DAY 3 OBJECTIVES
By the end of this session participants will be able to:
Explain the importance of stakeholders, their role and importance
Use mapping techniques to understand a business situation
Examine the techniques and importance of forecasting revenue, purchasing and cash flow
Describe skills and development needs to plan a business or career
Day 3 Planning

OVERVIEW
Planning is one of the most talked about business practices and unfortunately for many in the creative sector,
one of the least effectively practised.
This is why this area needs a specific focus. A creative idea needs to be subject to the same feasibility tests as
any other product.
Identifying price points and gaining buy-in from stakeholders will not compromise your artistic vision, but it might
increase the chances of a viable business.

STAKEHOLDER MAP
It’s important that even if your business is still at the planning stage and you are just working gaining experience,
you must start to identify those people who can help you in your future activities.
Looking at the artisan stakeholder map, if you are in the very early stages of development and are looking at
significant work experience before starting a business, most of your stakeholders will be in the inner range in
bold.
As you start to develop your business ideas, you will start to engage more with the outer circle of stakeholders.
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MODEL 12 ARTISAN STAKEHOLDER MAP

Cultural
Organisations

Finance Companies

Employees
Customers
Tourists
Organisations

Placement
Mentors
Mobility
Advice and
Guidance
Your artistic
communities

Learning
Providers

Suppliers

Artisan
Stakeholder map
Families
Artistic
Collaborators

Supply chains

Colleagues

Media

Heritage
Organisations

Local Business
Support

Stakeholder Type

Business
Stakeholders

Personal
Development
Stakeholders
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Exercise 15
Sketch out who your stakeholders are – and identify the key ones that are relevant to the stage you have reached
in the development of your business.
Use a rich picture or mind map as a basis for you model. Examples given overleaf.
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WHAT IS A RICH PICTU RE?
A Rich Picture is a way to explore, acknowledge and define a situation and express it through diagrams to create a
preliminary mental model. A rich picture helps to open discussion and come to a broad, shared understanding of
a situation

MODEL 13 RICH PICTURE

An example of a rich picture
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WHAT IS A MIND MAP?
A mind map is a diagram used to visually organise information. A mind map is often created around a single
concept, drawn as an image in the centre of a blank landscape page, to which associated representations of
ideas such as images, words and parts of words are added.

MODEL 14 MIND MAP MODEL
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Rich Picture or Mind Map
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Exercise 16
List 3 reasons why organising and refreshing your stakeholder map frequently is important?

What development goals will help you identify stakeholders?
Individual Development Plan Objectives

How will you do this
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PRICING
Creative and artistic products are often the hardest products to correctly price, unlike many business products.
It’s not a matter of just looking for a profit margin on the cost of design production and distribution. What is
important for artisans is that they get a product to market that will sell at a price to make the business
sustainable in the long term. This may mean the following:


An initial loss to break into the market



Heavy costs to link to networks, cultural and artistic events and potential partners



Building on quality at the expense of profit to build reputation.

But the plan must be to focus on long term profitability, so how do you go about pricing?
Questions to ask…..
•

What do you offer them?

•

Who else does this?

•

What makes you different?

•

What do I look like to them? Reputation

•

What is the purchasing pattern?

•

What is my pricing strategy?

•

Do I think at this stage it’s worth it?

What is a profit margin? How do you calculate it?

What is the difference between gross profit and net profit?
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What is the difference between sales and the cost of sales?

Exercise 17
It is still important to know how much you are really making - or losing - at any time so you can plan your cashflow
and subsequent steps. Always complete a quick calculation at a price point so you know the impact of that price
on your business.
Costs and pricing strategy
Product/service name

A

Preparation/Development Costs

B

Cost of design

C

Product materials

D

Total product/service cost

E

Marketing and other overheads

F

Price per unit

G

Profit margin (euro)

H

Wages, Transport, Taxes

I

Net profit
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Why is pricing different for Artisans?
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REVENUE AND COSTS FORECAST – CASE STUDY
It is sometimes critical to make sure you have enough money to pay for costs as they occur. Even if you have good
months to come, keeping enough income to pay today’s costs on time can be vital to your reputation.

MODEL 15 SAMPLE CASH FLOW

Jan

Feb

March

April

May

£/€

£/€

£/€

£/€

£/€

Sales

2000

1000

1000

3000

4100

Purchases

600

600

600

1000

700

Shop running costs

500

500

500

500

500

Wages

800

800

800

800

800

Taxes

100

100

100

100

100

Overheads

100

100

100

100

100

total costs

2100

2100

2100

2500

2200

Profit/loss

-100.00

-1100

-1100

500

1900

1900

800

-300

200

2100

Emily’s craft shop

Cash in hand

£/€

2000

Emily’s shop has been in operation since January, she started off with 2000 in the bank to help with her cashflow,
to help pay bills and deal with initial losses, she believes once the tourist season begins in April-May she will do
very well, but she needs to keep going until then.
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Exercise 18

Is Emily’s business profitable so far?

If the forecast is correct, where could she have problems?

What should she do?

One of the advantages of being in a small company is that you can make changes until cash starts to come in, but
in reality the only place to do this may be in your own wages, which could be uncomfortable, this is why adequate
cash flow forecasting is vital
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What development goals will help you develop your basic financial skills?
Individual Development Plan Objectives

How will you do this

Skills Snapshot so far
During these workshops you are building up skills and knowledge in order to eventually create a Business Plan.
Do you have the skills to answer the following?
Business Plan
•

How can you describe the business...in only one paragraph please?

•

What is your product, or service?

•

Who will buy it?

•

Where should you locate the business?

•

How can you attract customers?

•

What is your competition?
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•

How much should you charge for the products or service?

•

What advice do you need and who can provide it?

•

How will you organise the managers and/or workers of the business?

•

How will you split the profits? Who is responsible for the losses?

•

What should you consider to be able to produce the product and get it to the customer?

•

How much money is needed to get the business started?

•

How many customers will you have per month and how much will they buy per month?

•

How much does it cost to make the product or provide the service?

•

What are your operating costs? (Include your own salary)

•

How much money will your business earn each month by selling your product or service?

•

How much investment will you need to keep the business going until you make a profit?

•

What is your potential profit per year for Year I, Year II, and Year III?

•

How much money do you need to borrow to start this business?

•

How will you make the business grow in the future?
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Exercise 19
Identify skills needs from questionnaire for development plan
Individual Development Plan Objectives

How will you do this
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Suggested further reading
Pricing - http://www.marketingdonut.co.uk/blog/2012/10/what-strawberries-and-cream-can-tell-us-about-pricing
Pricing strategies - http://www.tutor2u.net/business/reference/pricing-strategies-gcse
Cash flow - http://www.entrepreneur.com/encyclopedia/cash-flow
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DAY 4. SKILLS
MODEL 16

DAY 4
SKILLS
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Reflection of previous day
Looking over the work from the previous day and the exercises, identify the key areas of interest for a brief review
and clarification
Theme

Further thoughts
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DAY 4 AIM
Understand the artisan entrepreneurial mindset, the skills requirements you will need to pursue our goals and
objectives and begin to develop the ability to devise activities to address skills and competence gaps

DAY 4 OBJECTIVES
By the end of this session participants will be able to:


Identify their personal qualities and mindset



Describe competencies and their application



Explore skills analysis and identify gaps and the importance of constant evaluation of these



Create action plans to address skills needs and competencies, both in groups and as individuals

THE ARTISAN ENTREPRENEURIAL MINDSET

MODEL 17 ENTREPRENEURSHIP QUALITIES MODEL

Exercise 20
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Looking at the model of an entrepreneurial mindset above, how would you divide the model for yourself as an
artisan?

Are creative skills enough?

MODEL 18 COMPETENCE MODEL

Business Competence
Managing the business, finance,
sales, building growth

Operations Competence
Creative Competence
Managing the creative process,
Getting ideas to market

Managing the product quality,
funding compliance, customer
service, legal considerations and
tax frameworks,

Stakeholder Management
Competence
Managing funders, vet potential partners,
work with cultural and arts organisations,
manage events

Definition of skills and competence
Skills are the learned techniques or ability gained in order to complete a task effectively.
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The terms 'competency' and ‘competencies’ focus on the personal attributes or inputs of an individual. They can
be defined as the behaviours (and technical attributes where appropriate) that individuals must have, or must
acquire, to perform effectively. Model 14 shows the four main areas where you can build these attributes.
This results in qualities like being effective in teams, problem-solving, cultural sensitivity to be measured and
gaps to be addressed in your development plan.
This combined with the right mind-set will enable you to use your skills to maximum effect.

IDENTIFYING STRENGTHS AND WEAKN ESSES

MODEL 19 ENTREPRENEURSHIP SKILLS MODEL
Constant reflection on the necessary skills and competencies for dealing with any threat or opportunity is vital for

an artisan.
Artisan businesses can look similar, but each artistic vision driving that business tends to be unique
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Being honest, identifying gaps and planning to address them in a SMART manner is a vital component of the
business and will always be ongoing.

Exercise 21
How do you know what you should have in terms of skills and competencies? Which activities from the model
above could help you find out?

What activities can help you gain those skills and competencies?
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Exercise 22
Which of these is a skill or a competence?
Expert in Microsoft Access
Driving Licence
Lifelong active participant
Flexible
Creative thinker
Adobe Photoshop expert
Good at networking
Doing tax returns
Some activities can address development needs in both skills and competencies, for example, a mobility can
address language ability (a skill) and ability to work with different cultures (a competence).
What other skills and competency needs can be addressed by a mobility experience?
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Exercise 23
Identify as an individual the top three skills and the top three competencies.
Try to identify a development activity to help address these needs.
Skills

Activities

Competencies

Activities
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Finally identify some key development areas and actions for your own development areas.
Day 4 IDP Actions
Learning and Development Points
Individual Development Plan Objectives

How will you do this?

Further supporting material
This is an excellent website which looks in more detail about Entrepreneurship Skills and is well worth a read
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newCDV_76.htm
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DAY 5 THE BUSINESS
MODEL 20

DAY 5
BUSINESS
PROPOSITION
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Reflection of previous day
Looking over the work from the previous day and the exercises, identify the key areas of interest for a brief review
and clarification
Theme

Further thoughts

DAY 5 AIM
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To understand the importance of being aware of your business situation, so you can make effective and timely
decisions.

DAY 5 OBJECTIVES
By the end of this session participants will be able to:



Evaluate their business at any stage and measure its viability;



Explain in more detail the concept of pricing and breakeven point



Explore and identify the risks and rewards in the business

DAY 5 OVERVIEW
When you are meeting people and seeing opportunity and assessing risk in possible future activity, how well
informed are you about how your business will be affected?
Having some basic idea of how your business is doing - or will do in the future - allows you to take stock and make
decisions much more quickly. Being first to exploit an opportunity can be the difference between success and
failure.
Also sometimes you are so committed to your artistic vision; you can block out alternatives and miss
opportunities.
In this session we are going to try to look at our situations from different perspectives, learning to do this can be
vital when at some time in the future you have to make big decisions about what next steps to take.

KNOWING AND UPDATING YOUR BASIC FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Do you know how your cost and profit is at any one time?
Below is a sample profit and loss account. Being able to know to a large extent the financial situation of your
business will allow you to plan, and make decisions quickly. Decision making about changes to pricing, sales,
costs and the impact of those changes on profitability is less stressful and more effective if you always have an
idea of how it affects the bottom line
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The first question: is your enterprise making a profit or is it projected to do so in the future?

MODEL 21, SAMPLE PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

Costs

Profit and Loss

£/€

Sales Price

15

Manufacturing

Gross Profit

4

11
Premises

2

Wages

2

Events

1

Marketing

1

Other materials

1

Transport

1
total

Net Profit

8

3
Taxes

Net profit after TAX

£/€

1
2
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Exercise 24
What advantages are there of being well-informed about your company performance and future plans.

Use some of the following categories:



Talking to suppliers, landlords or utility companies



Networks and deciding on possible collaboration with other artisans



Pricing



Product development

Revenue versus cost, when do I know when I am making or losing money?
The breakeven point can be explained by this video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZihWEVWCJYk
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This model shows that irrespective of what sales you have, your fixed and set up costs will normally remain the
same.

MODEL 22 COST MODEL

A fixed cost is a basic operating expense of a business that cannot be avoided, such as a rent payment.
Variable costs are those costs that vary depending on a company's production volume; they rise as production
increases and fall as production decreases. Variable costs differ from fixed costs such as rent, advertising,
insurance and office supplies, which tend to remain the same regardless of production output. Fixed costs and
variable costs comprise total cost.
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Exercise 25
In small groups discuss the type and amount of fixed and variable costs you may have in a planned enterprise.
Then link this to your own business – which fixed and variable costs do you think apply to your own business.
Fixed Costs

Variable Costs
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Session 2

RISK AND REWARD
What do we mean when we talk about risk? Simply stated, risk exists in any situation where there is a possibility
of an outcome that we would rather avoid.
Unforeseen circumstances and their negative consequences are the very essence of risk. If we could predict the
future, there would be no uncertainty, and there would be no risk.
Risk surrounds us. With plummeting home values, sinking stock prices, and frozen credit markets, that fact is
surely more evident today than ever before.
The flip side of risk is opportunity. There is a direct relationship between risk and reward: the greater the potential
upside, the greater the risks involved. (As an aside, it's worth noting that the converse is not necessarily true:
situations that involve great risk sometimes have little or no upside. These are stupid risks to take.)
For entrepreneurs, this means that if you want to have a chance at success, you have to take significant risks.
Entrepreneurship is neither easy nor risk free. And that's exactly why more than half of all start-ups fail within a
few years.
While risk is an integral part of entrepreneurship, it doesn't have to get the better of you. Great entrepreneurs
achieve success through keen awareness and management of risks.

Exercise 26
Discuss in groups just how much of a risk taker you are?

MODEL 23 RISK TYPES
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The Artisan
Business Risk
Types

High Risk Taker
Serial Self Employed
Independent
Entrepreneur

Medium Risk Taker
Independent
Self Employed
Businessperson

Entrepreneur

Small Business
Person

Independent

User
Independent

Business
Manager

Craftsperson
Innovator

Group

Group

Medium Risk Taker
Large Business
Entrepreneur

Low Risk Taker
Prefers to be no 2 in a
SME

Which of the above are you and why?

Your tutor will write a table on the flip chart, and invite you to decide where about you sit.
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Exercise 27
Looking at the possibility of being successful in the future
What are the barriers you have identified in the day’s exercises?
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Exercise 28
In your own time reflect on the past 5 days and look at your IDP Folder, what of the identified learning points will
become key learning and development objectives for your career.
Objectives for IDP

How will you achieve them?

Further supporting reading
http://oxfordgames.co.uk/shop/about-jenga/ How a game of jenga illustrates Risk V Reward.
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DAY 6. MARKETING
MODEL 24

DAY 6
MARKETING
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Reflection of previous day
Looking over the work from the previous day and the exercises, identify the key areas of interest for a brief review
and clarification
Theme

Further thoughts
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DAY 6 AIM
To gain an insight into marketing tools and techniques and how they could be used to develop an artisan’s
creative future

DAY 6 OBJECTIVES
By the end of this session participants will be able to:


Describe the basics of marketing and how it impacts on business planning



Explain and refine our Unique selling point (USP)



Explain the importance of digital marketing



Assess the customer experience



Plan and evaluate success of marketing activity.

DAY 6. OVERVIEW
Having a creative talent and the ability to create a desirable artistic product is of little value in terms of creating a
sustainable business if you have no marketing activity.
Knowing the unique selling points of your product is vital as this allows you to create a consistent short message
as to why people should buy your product and what makes it different from competitors.
Knowing how to move from awareness of your offer through to action to buy is a key ability in building a creative
business.
What is also key is that given the wide range of what a artisan can offer, it is unlikely you will get the marketing
strategy right the first time. That is why measurement and evaluation of marketing impact and the ability to
change is of paramount importance if you are to succeed.
Reflection: Mission Statement
On Day 1 you thought about the Mission and Vision of your business. From what you have learnt over the past 5
days you may have had an opportunity to rethink some aspects of your Mission Statement. You do need to have
a clear Mission in your mind so that you understand what you are marketing.

MODEL 25 SAMPLE CHECKLIST FOR MISSION STATEMENT
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What
What is it you intend to create?

Why
What are the values that drive my
vision?

Mission
Statement

Who
Who is it for?

How
What is special about the way
you create?

For example
Locally made sustainable handcrafted objects of desire for that special person inspired by our local scenery.

Exercise 29
Do you want to update your Mission Statement?
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MODEL 26 7P’S OF MARKETING

Promotion

Place

Artistic and Cultural Events
Artisan Advertising
Direct Marketing
Cultural Competitions
Joint ventures with cultural
partners

Distribution channels
Web based channels
Peer to Peer
Supply Chain
Cultural Events

Product
Design
Technology
Perceived Artistic Value
Perceived convenience
Perceived quality
Packaging
Accessories
Warranties

Price
Loss Leader Pricing
Value based Pricing
Cultural membership special pricing
Penetration Pricing
Skimming Pricing (premium price at
first, then refine based on sales)

Physical Evidence

7 P’s of MARKETING

Displays
High quality web photos
Online Videos
Samples

Process
People
Employees
Creative Partners
Cultural Links
Customer relationship
management
Supply Chain

Standardisation
Service Delivery
Quality assurance
Continuous improvement

Looking at the model, we can devise our artisan strategy for marketing to the consumer
Product: An artisan product is not often hard to describe in terms of value. Is it what you think it is worth in terms
of your artistic vision, or has it got a certain value that your customer is willing to pay?

Place: Is it in a certain creative place, such as an artisan shop or artistic or tourist destination, have you a
workshop that can be seen or are you just online, sometime appearances matter
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Promotion: Who will help, what needs to be the message you send?
Price: What will be the price point that makes a sustainable business?
Physical evidence: Is it a product that has to be touched to be desired?
People: Can you sell, be a part of the offer, for artisans, you may be a key part of the attraction? Are there others
who can recommend you?
Process: Key to an artisan, how is it made, how well do you control and deliver to the customer?
Some or even just one of these will form your unique selling point, (USP) whatever it is, this needs to be the focus
of your marketing activities.

THE MARKETING MIX: 7P’ S OF MARKETING

Exercise 30
1) Looking at the model of the seven components of the marketing mix, briefly describe your business idea in
each category
Place

Process

Product

Promotion

Physical evidence

People

Price
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2) Identify the key segments that are the best aspects of your offer to the customer.
3) From these key segments, extract your unique selling point.

What is your Unique Selling Point?
Key aspects

USP

Exercise 31
Why do you need a unique selling point?
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THE MARKETING FUNNEL, OR HOW MARKETING W ORKS
This simple model explains how marketing can help you.



Awareness - Letting people know your product exists



Interest - Making people interested in you and your products



Desire - Making people desire what you have to offer



Action - Making it easy and rewarding for people to purchase the offer

MODEL 27- THE MARKETING FUNNEL

Marketing if it is to be successful must achieve awareness and interest in your creative product. If your product is
of sufficient quality and meets a need, then customer desire will be achieved.
However, for the company to be profitable, turning desire into purchasing action must be the ultimate aim.
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Exercise 32
As a group, identify what processes you need in place to be able to operate a marketing strategy at each level of
the funnel
Level

Resources needed

Awareness

Interest

Desire

Action
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DIGITAL MARKETING

Looking at the marketing funnel, how does the digital marketing approach differ?


Awareness - Website, social media to let people know you are there



Interest - Telling stories about your artisan values and approach to the creative process, product
updates



Desire -Selling the unique selling point of the product/offer, cost and benefits, artistic and cultural value



Action - Easy and safe transaction process, loyalty scheme,

In marketing for an artisan it’s important to have a strategy to build up awareness and interest, even desire can
be achieved, but if there is no action from the customer, there is no revenue and no business!
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Strengths of Digital Marketing
-

Easy for people to use, if they are already familiar with new technology

-

Can reach a large audience all over the world, much faster than traditional marketing.

-

Messages can be sent instantly, and most social networking sites are free of charge

-

Emailing newsletters or catalogues is more cost effective than sending by post

-

Using the internet allows us to collect more customer data that is easily measurable

-

Customers have control over how they interact with the brand

Weaknesses of Digital marketing
-

Might not reach our older customer markets like traditional marketing tools and techniques.

-

Can be at risk of hacking or online abuse
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-

No control of advertising or messages once sent out online

-

If your company gets bad publicity online, word travels extremely fast

-

Possibly expensive to keep up online marketing campaigns as need to invest in a good marketing and
online media team. May have to re-train marketing team if they are used to only traditional marketing.

Exercise 33

Identify the strengths and weaknesses of digital marketing for your business idea.
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Session 2

MAPPING THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY.
All the marketing in the world will not help unless you get an idea of how the customer experiences your product
and /or service

MODEL 28- CUSTOMER JOURNEY CHECKLIST

Elements of Customer Journey (Artisan Customer Journey Map)

Awa
re

Interest

Pricing

Purchase

Query

PostSales

Complaint

Purchase

Renew

again

Interest

Support

Website
Phone
Face to Face
Word of Mouth
Email
Post
Social Media

This model looks at the customer journey, unlike the marketing funnel, the purchase, or action stage is only
halfway.
This is because for the customer the journey is not finished.
They may need after sales support, complaints dealt with, or decide to buy bigger or more products from you,
repeat purchasers could be the backbone of your business, it’s vital you maintain a vibrant relationship with
them.
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Exercise 34
Looking at the Customer Journey model, tick the boxes you feel your business could deal with. Any gaps should be
summarised for development points in your IDP

Exercise 35
Using digital means and the previous Customer Journey Mapping Model, how would you build and maintain a
fruitful relationship with a customer?

Make sure its legal!
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Make sure you are honest and truthful, aside from obeying the law, your reputation is a precious asset, especially
in this sector, and you cannot afford to take chances with marketing that does not truly reflect your offer.

HOW DO WE KNOW IF OUR MARKETING IS WORKING?
As part of our business plan, we will have artistic and cultural activities we can take part in. Sometimes we will get
an opportunity to exhibit. All of these help build our profile in the marketplace.
We must carefully evaluate each event to see what went well and what can be improved. Always measure interest
and feedback in whatever way you can (this can be difficult as people are not always honest with feedback at
such events!) but always try to have measurable targets.
For example, it’s hard to measure your artistic profile, but try to set some targets that can be measured such as:


Number of positive reviews in media and social media



Sales leads from events



Requests for collaboration at events
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Sales at events



Attendance at events

Being online will give us more detailed and measurable information on the success of our marketing efforts.
We measure this in sales and repeat sales for example, loyal customers will not just repeat buy but also tell
others. For a creative business this is where often our focus should be.
Always check what other companies do on your mobility and in future jobs, there are always things to learn!
But as an artisan, you are part of the marketing package, so how you build relationships is a key part of marketing
success.
Checking sales, customer feedback, digital activity, and social media impact all can help build awareness and
interest, but as an artisan, its often you and the perceived value of your product that can move the customer to
action.
And as we know action is what brings money onto the business and makes it sustainable.

Consider, will you be able to measure the following?


Average customer spend



Customer repeat visits



Which products generate the most profit



Which is the key product to build your reputation



Key customers who will spread the word

Most people naturally want to buy from people they know and like. So, how do you display your work while making
it easy for prospective clients to learn about who you are?
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MODEL 29- MEASUREMENT CRITERIA
How do we know it works?

Measuring Marketing Success

Direct Sales

Repeat customers,
footfall, spend per
customer

Networking buzz and
numbers at
exhibitions of the
products

Marketing Criteria

Profile at Artistic
Events

Customer
Feedback

Web Traffic
Requests for
Artisan
Collaboration
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Exercise 36
Identify your criteria for success, what would be for you the key marketing activity to measure? Do you need
marketing anyway?
If you identify significant gaps, for example no knowledge of social media, this can be an objective in your IDP.
Your criteria for success

How would you measure
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Day 6 IDP Actions
Learning and Development Points
Objectives for IDP

How will you do this?
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Extra reading material
Mission Statement – a different approach to writing a mission statement and is written by a young designer
maker too - http://www.bohoberry.com/mission-statement/
A good example of a mission statements
http://www.ikea.com/ms/en_GB/about_ikea/our_business_idea/index.html
http://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/inspiring-company-mission-statements
7 P’s of Marketing - http://www.smartinsights.com/marketing-planning/marketing-models/how-to-use-the-7psmarketing-mix/
Digital

marketing

–

http://www.smallbusiness.co.uk/running-a-business/digital-marketing/2509786/your-

business-reputation-cannot-be-bought-it-must-be-earned.thtml
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MODEL 30

DAY 7
LAUNCH
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Reflection of previous day
Looking over the work from the previous day and the exercises, identify the key areas of interest for a brief review
and clarification
Theme

Further thoughts
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DAY 7. LAUNCH
DAY 7 AIM
To understand the importance of having all our processes in place for launching our business, an understanding
of how these process impact on our business and a better understanding of our customers,

DAY 7 OBJECTIVES
By the end of this session participants will be able to:



Explain the need to build sustainable customer relationships when the business launches or on
placement



Describe the relationship between a Customer Relationship system and your IDP



Identify the key stakeholders and what they have to offer in their placement or business plan



Identify the critical processes and results to ensure the company remains solvent



Have a coherent pricing strategy to deal with any changes that may affect the company as it begins to
find its feet in the marketplace.

DAY 7 OVERVIEW
When our business is finally ready to launch, we need to be sure we have control over our artisan enterprise from
the very beginning.
As an artisan, how you first appear on the marketplace and how you behave will form the foundation of your
reputation, so this step needs a special focus.
We need to have a good idea of the following...


Our environment - is our artistic offer meeting a customer need?



Are our commercial and artistic stakeholders’ requirements being addressed?



Will our business processes give us the quality and the information to control our enterprise?



Can we adjust our pricing to meet customer expectations and still remain solvent?

Understanding how our artistic offer fits into the marketplace and how our customers view us is vital to ensure we
target the right market at launch.
Knowing our stakeholders is vital - they can help and guide us. The launch of a business needs all the support it
can get. This should be reciprocated once the business is better established in order to maintain your brand and
reputation.
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Having basic systems and processes in place to keep customer details and records of their behaviour is vital to
build the commercial and artistic brand. Having good processes around finance and pricing will ensure that you
are more stable as a company. Being reliable and attentive in customer service and in business operations will
make you trusted and worthy of partnerships, vital to a small artisan organisation that cannot access big
opportunities on their own.
Finally knowing how your company is performing and how you are viewed by customers and other stakeholders
will allow you to be more creative and flexible to meet changing needs and identify and exploit new opportunities.

ARTISTIC IMAGE
How does the customer feel about you?

MODEL 31– 2 MODELS ON YOUR OFFER AND DEVELOPING REPUTATION
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Exercise 37
How do you think your customers will feel about the artistic offer at the launch?
Use the two models above

How does the customer feel about your offer?

Exercise 38
Will you be seen as a business person or as an artisan?

Does this matter?
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Keeping track of your customers

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT MODEL (CRM)
A CRM system gives you up to date information about the type of customer you have, (date of birth, location,
gender) and their attitudes and artistic buying patterns.
This is a key tool in assessing the impact of your artistic offer and will help with
1) Future planning
2) Building a more meaningful relationship with the customer

MODEL 32 CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MODEL

Activity
Records of customer contact,
dates and priority tasks to meet
customer requirements

Reports

Accounts

Summary reports of accounts,
sales, customer spend and number
of customers
Upcoming Cultural Funding
Current and potential artistic
partnerships

Records of payments, customer
details, prices, average spend,
special offers

Artisan Customer
Relationship
Management
System

Calendar
Skills Development activities
Artistic Partnership meetings

Marketing
Record of dates, cultural events,
costs and results

Artisan Profile
Sales
Sales by date, location, by which
method, compare with forecasts

Types of customer
Location, attitude and values
Artistic opinions and feedback on
our products
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Even as an artisan, when you are in a placement and not starting a business, you need to keep track of people
who can help you in the future, there may be people you meet you could ask for help, or collaborate with.
Even these records are a CRM, most businesses will start like this, and they only become more complex as the
business grows.
But even if it’s just a spreadsheet of people and activities, dates and times, it’s still a CRM!
Also your IDP will be a key data source for your CRM, as your objectives will include times, people and objectives

Exercise 39
What sort of basic system do you think you will need before your placement

Will your IDP be enough as a record of your key contacts and customers?
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STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

MODEL 33 STAKEHOLDERS

A stakeholder is any person, organisation, social group, or society at large that has a stake in the business.
Thus, stakeholders can be internal or external to the business.
Everything can help and /or hinder the success of your venture depending on their view of your operation.
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Exercise 40(a)
Creative stakeholder map

Create a key stakeholder list for your enterprise, feedback the roles and importance of each
stakeholder to the group

Exercise 40(b)
You don’t have to be a company to have stakeholders. Even if you are just beginning to have an idea, you need to
build a list of stakeholders - agencies, people or artistic colleagues that can work with and help you.
Name your four key stakeholders at this moment and why they are important.
Stakeholder Name

Why
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Session 2

BUSINESS PROCESS
How organised are you in developing your creative outputs?
Many businesses in the creative or artisan field focus all their energies on their artistic vision, however a lack of
focus on the day to day business processes is often the main cause of creative businesses failing.
Below are two models of a process for a creative business:

CREATIVE

PROCESS

Is it your business like this?

MODEL 34 DESIGN PROCESS
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Or is it like this?

MODEL 35 ALTERNATIVE PROCESS

Exercise 41
Discuss in groups which one are you closest to, identify the key development needs to add to your IDP in
order to build a better creative process

Financial process

Looking at cash flow again, this is important, it’s not much use having expecting excellent sales in the future if you
cannot pay to stay in business today. This is especially important at the Launch stage.
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MODEL 36 CASH FLOW MODEL

MODEL 36 (A)
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CASH FLOW REVENUE
If you are working in a placement or have an artisan business where people pay immediately for their product, you
will normally know when money will be coming in. If you have customers that do not pay immediately, you must
plan carefully.
Cash Flow Costs
Costs may be payable at different times in the year, so It is important to have accurate forecasts to see when in
the year money may be short. It is at these points that you may struggle to fulfil obligations and may suffer a loss
in reputation, or even impact on your operations.
Dealing with changes
At this Launch stage you will have a financial plan forecasting your sales and your costs for the months ahead;
you will have addressed cash flow in the planning day of this course.
If things do change you will need to know the impact so you can plan action

DEALING WITH IMPACT OF CASH FLOW

Exercise 42
What is the impact of poor cash flow?
Customers late payment

Tax payments

Rent rise

Paying suppliers

Other?
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PRICING PROCESS
Pricing, especially in the creative field, is not simply reliant on the cost of materials, overheads and labour.
Both artistic competition and the cost of letting your customer know the artistic value of your creativity
(marketing) will heavily influence your pricing. Both of these may force you to change price just to stay in business

MODEL 37 PRICING

If you have a good control of your financial processes, you will have an idea of the immediate impact of a pricing
decision and therefore be able to react to changes in the marketplace.
For example, higher prices in peak tourist season with more high value products and then more sale items when a
season is coming to an end.
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Exercise 43
What is the impact for your business with the following pricing strategy?
For example, what is the impact of a higher price on the competition?
What is the impact of lower price on artistic value?
Impact

Higher Price

Lower Price

Competition

Sales by unit

Sales in currency

Costs

Reputation

Artistic Value

Linked

to

vision,

goals

and

objectives
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Ensure that in your placement you consider how the destination company prices its offer and the elements it
takes into account. Consider writing a report for your IDP on its pricing strategy
Day 7 - IDP Action
Objectives for IDP

How will you do this?

Suggested further reading
http://www.howdesign.com/design-creativity/idea-generating-tips/developing-a-creative-process/
http://www.infoentrepreneurs.org/en/guides/know-your-customers--needs/
http://alistapart.com/article/pricing-strategy-for-creatives
http://www.davidparrish.com/how-to-price-your-work/
http://www.businessnewsdaily.com/6030-product-launch-tips.html#sthash.2dHpw89l.dpuf
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MODEL 38

DAY 8
OPERATIONS
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Reflection of previous day
Looking over the work from the previous day and the exercises, identify the key areas of interest for a brief review
and clarification
Theme

Further thoughts
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DAY 8. RUNNING THE OPERATION
DAY 8 AIM


To begin gaining and maintaining a reputation for flexibility, quality and compliance through good
project and risk management skills in running the business

DAY 8 OBJECTIVES
By the end of this session participants will be able to:


Organise operations using good basics project management;



Explain the importance of networking



Explain the importance of quality and compliance



Manage time effectively



Understand the importance of risk management



Establish a business process which can adapt and deal with change

DAY 8 OVERVIEW
It’s all about people, the ability to communicate effectively, expressing your own views and ideas, appreciating the
viewpoints of others and working co-operatively:
•

Working with others

•

Managing difficult situations

•

Negotiation, persuasion and influence

•

Presentation

•

Communication

This is even more essential in the artistic field, whatever your creative offer. To all the stakeholders, you as an
artist are part of the product. How you conduct yourself is vital, remaining true to the creative values you show
through your work and how you run your business.
In these days of increasing exposure through social media, it’s possible you will publicise a lot of the things you do
each day. Therefore, if social media is being used effectively, an aspiring artisan must be conscious of being in
the spotlight at every stage of any activity they undertake.
Therefore, we must be aware of the importance of reflecting our values in all our activities, as an artisan, as part
of the product, the behaviors, interests and opinions displayed on social media will reflect on what you are
offering the customer.
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So in terms of project management, being seen to be in control, focused on quality and above all being legal
truthful and honest on social media will be vital to the success of your business.

PROJECT PLANNING
Project planning is a good discipline to help you constantly review your delivery schedule, and review, evaluate
and improve each stage to improve performance

MODEL 39 PROJECT MANAGEMENT CYCLE

Initiation is the stage you are at now, you are seeking to find if your ideas can work, who to work with and who
your customers are., and how you will move towards building a business plan.
Planning, executing and monitoring happen, as the model shows in a constant loop, at every stage of delivering
your artistic vision, you are reviewing and changing.
The key area here is a constant return to planning when monitoring, changes are always needed, especially in the
creative sector, and so planning as a process never ends.
Closing an activity is a neglected area, in business often we cease an activity, innovate and begin a new one,
closing properly means we learn from the experience and improve our business.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION
Project management is not just about developing a project to achieve a single task, it’s an ‘art form’ in itself, and
especially important for the artisan.
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It’s not enough that the artisan delivers a product on time, creative people are part of different networks, selling
an idea or concept to a wide range of people. In the model below we see all the other things they must consider
doing apart from making and selling creative products.

MODEL 40 PROJECT MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION
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Exercise 44
Using the models 39 and 40 above, discuss in groups what you would need to have in place in order to feel
confident in moving from the initiation phase to the full planning phase?
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QUALITY AND COMPLIAN CE
If you are in receipt of funding from an artistic or creative agency, you must show you have the ability to use the
funds to deliver the outputs and outcomes they require at the level of quality you promised, in other words, to be
compliant
If you show yourself to be reliable, other stakeholders may offer you partnership opportunities to even more
funding streams.
So you must have a good focus on being compliant with funding and delivering with quality
The model below shows that your organisation must make sure your people (the human and delivery system)
understand what is required and develop the skills to keep the funding bodies satisfied and at the same time
meet the needs of your stakeholders,

MODEL 41 QUALITY AND COMPLIANCE
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Exercise 45
Group exercise:
Who could help you be compliant and how could it impact on how you run your business?
Consider:
•

Cost of compliance

•

Maintaining quality

•

Maintain compliance systems and processes

•

Being true to your artistic vision

•

Impact on your other activity and customers

NETWORKING
Whether you are in a placement or starting out as an artisan, networking and the ability to network will be one of
the key skills you have. This is where you will get the opportunity to show your creative talent. It’s important to
build skills in this area, it’s not enough to simply storm in and proclaim your genius to anyone prepared to listen.
It’s a skills build over time, almost everyone needs practise to be good at it, and some guidelines below might
help


Don’t be too nervous, others will feel as awkward and as nervous as you



Be open minded when you meet someone, spend as much time listening and talking about yourself,
they may have great ideas as well



Key is to listen and ask questions, this shows you are interested, also this person might be a potential
collaborator, customer, or stakeholder in the future.
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Do not over promise; make sure you can deliver what you say.



Be passionate about your creative vision, but do not be arrogant, be honest and acknowledge the fears
and barriers you face, people may be able to help

MODEL 42 NETWORKING

Exercise 46
At a networking meeting, you need to pitch your idea to a potential customer.
What would you say?
Role play, volunteers to pitch to another participants
Feedback and group discussion as the roles plays progress
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CHECKLISTS - TIME MANAGEMENT
In order to keep on top of things, it’s important to make lists, otherwise it can be difficult to cope and you often
may miss doing important things in a timely manner, even a simple checklist can help, and can be effective if
implemented, reviewed and improved on a regular basis.

MODEL 43 CHECKLIST

Exercise 47 - Do a checklist
What would be vital to do

When-daily/week/month/quarter
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RISK MANAGEMENT
"Risk Management" is the art and science of thinking about what could go wrong, and what should be done to
mitigate those risks in a cost-effective manner.
In order to identify risks and figure out how best to mitigate them, we first need a framework for classifying risks.
All risks have two dimensions to them: likelihood of occurrence, and severity of the potential consequences.
These two dimensions form four quadrants, which in turn suggest how we might attempt to mitigate those risks

CONTINGENCY PLANNING
How do we know if a problem is serious?
If we can identify risks to our business, we can anticipate change and plan actions to address the dangers.
In this way we are better prepared for changes to our environment.
E.g. what would happen if one part of our supply chain breaks down? Should you just concentrate on one
product?
Placing risks in categories, as in the following model, helps us to identify risks that need serious consideration,
and ones that although can be ignored, may need to be addressed at some time in the future when other things
change.
That is why it’s vital to review this model on a regular basis.
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MODEL 44 RISK

For our creative idea, lots of things outside our control could go wrong, for example in the above model, section C
could be things like theft, poor weather and premises or stock damage. This is where it’s vital to have public
liability insurance which is there to compensate a member of the public (i.e. anyone who is not associated with
your business) should you or an employee accidentally injures them or damages their property.
Section D could be things like a major drop in customers due to any number of factors, such as the economy, or
political change.
Section B can often be addressed by building skills so things like, poor pricing, or not contacting customers could
be avoided, this section applies to these examples if they happen once, if they continue to happen, they can be
far more serious!
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Exercise 48
Identify any changes that could have a major impact, and what actions you would take. Use the risk model above;
place each problem into a specific category.
Potential Problem

Category

Action

A-D

CHANGE
How and when do we change?
As an artisan, while it is important to remain true to our artistic vision, we must have the courage and ability to
change our business to ensure it can remain sustainable.
As we go through planning, doing, we see opportunities and threats to our business and we may have to make
changes to our process, tools and people in order to deal with them.
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MODEL 45 CHANGE MANAGEMENT

Positive Change
It’s important to note, there are also changes that can provide opportunity and it’s equally important to be able to
try to anticipate these and try to plan for them
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MODEL 46 POSITIVE CHANGE MODEL

Personal
development

Networking

Artistic Events

Opportunities

Funding
Opportunities

Colloboration
Business
Environment
Changes
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Exercise 49
Look at the model; identify the activity that could lead to new opportunities
Potential Opportunity

Area

Activity

Day 8 Summary
Running an artistic venture is not just about making and selling, there are other activities you must find time for in
order to be successful.
In your IDP, develop an action to engage in these skills outside the direct hours of doing your placement job. Such
as attending events, discussion groups, networking etc.

Day 8 Business Plan and IDP Actions
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Learning and Development Points
Objectives for IDP

How do we do this?

Suggested further reading
Change management - https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newPPM_87.htm
Project Management - http://pm4id.org/chapter/3-1-project-phases-and-organization/
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MODEL 47

DAY 9
CUSTOMERS
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Reflection of previous day
Looking over the work from the previous day and the exercises, identify the key areas of interest for a brief review
and clarification
Theme

Further thoughts
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DAY 9. CUSTOMERS
DAY 9 AIM
To focus on the customer, the core of our business and artistic purpose, understand who the customer is and how
we link them to our development both in a placement and in developing our future business.

DAY 9 OBJECTIVES
By the end of this session participants will be able to:
Identify opportunities in their IDP for building relationships with customers right through their placement and at
every opportunity from now on


Describe how customers and or stakeholders may never buy our product but can be critical to our
success



Explain the different category of customers and how to engage with them



Explain the need in the IDP to engage in activity to build a reputation for loyalty?

DAY 9 OVERVIEW
This is a focus on our customer, in many ways all our stakeholders are our customers, because how we treat them
and engage with them is the foundation to our success
Even as a person on work experience, the people you meet and work with, may at some stage be a key partner in
your success.
This is especially true of you as an artisan, in many ways your artistic values and vision are a key part of the
product and/or service you offer. How you build your reputation with others will have a significant effect on how
you develop the foundations of your future career
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Is our customer just someone who buys our product?


This is about engaging with the customer, as an aspiring artisan. Even if you don’t have a business yet,
you need to treat everyone like a customer. Right now!



Many people will help you in your placement and future business. They may never buy your product, but
they can help you in many ways to be a successful entrepreneur.

All colleagues in a company are customers, for example a HR team’s customer would be other employees, and
should have a level of service equivalent to an external customer.
As you say non-paying stakeholders are also customers and require a level of service if the company is to
succeed.
These internal customers and external stakeholder need to meet their needs addressed, it’s as important as
meeting the needs of the paying customer.
Some categories are below

NON-BUYING CUSTOMERS
Category

Impact

Tutor/Placement Mentor

Help you refine your IDP

Placement colleagues

Help you understand business, show their processes

Fellow Artisans

Help you with ideas, give benefit of their business
experience, maybe offer to collaborate

Funding Agencies

Help you with being compliant with funding regulations

Public business support

Offer generic legal and business advice

Creative Agencies

Offer networking and exhibition opportunities

Cultural Agencies

Events and marketing

None of the above may ever buy your products, but are key to the success of your business
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Exercise 50
Optional Role Play Scenario – Customers
Would 2 participants like to carry out a role play situation in front of the group?
Scenario: You are an artist who has a small business in the town where you live. It’s Monday morning and a
customer comes into your place who you feel looks a bit strange and starts asking questions about the different
art pieces that you have for sale.
The 2 participants have 5 minutes for a private discussion to create the profile of the potential customer and
decide about different details like the character, his intention etc.
Group:
What gave you learnt about customers from watching this role play? Discuss in an open group.

Exercise 51
Are there others you can identify?

As a business person?

As an artisan?

Exercise 52
Your customers – creating a moodboard
Create customer profiles by finding images in magazines of people who represent your target audience and create
a moodboard of their lifestyle.
The digital customer relationship
Many of our customers may be online, if we never meet them in person, how do we develop the relationship?
Again this would include non-paying customers and well as customers who directly buy our products
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MODEL 48 THE ONLINE RELATIONSHIP

Building an online
relationship

Website

Artisan vision

E-mail

Talking to customers

Online Relationship

Special
offers

Loyalty

Showcasing
Artistic groups

Social
Media
Product improvement and development

Online
feedback
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Exercise 53
For each of the 5 elements of the previous model, show how a well-run digital relationship would help your
business
Element

Impact

Email

Special Offers

Online Feedback

Social Media

Website
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LOYALTY - WHAT DO LOYAL CUSTOM ERS DO?

MODEL 49 LOYALTY

Exercise 54
Do our customers need to be loyal?
Provide 3 reasons why we need to work to keep them loyal?
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CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

MODEL 50 CUSTOMER LIFECYCLE

Never forget, some stakeholders may not buy, but they may refer you to people who will!
You still need a relationship with them!
Always keep in mind what everyone thinks of us
What do our customers think?
Customer Feedback from:


Fellow artisans



Social Media



Staff and volunteers



Word of mouth



Surveys



Funders



Networks



Communities
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Exercise 55
Identify the 3 most important things you want your customers to feedback about you and your creative business

Look again at your unique selling points for your business idea; do you now need to adjust it in any way?
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For your IDP refine and enter activity that will help you build your stakeholder/customer base from now on.
Day 9 Business Plan and IDP Actions
Objectives for IDP

How do we do this?

Suggested further reading
Pitching your product to your stakeholders https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvAZKX5KabQ
Customer Relationship - http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/77686
Understanding the clients - http://www.marketingdonut.co.uk/marketing/customer-care/understanding-yourcustomers
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MODEL 51

DAY 10
CREATIVE
INNOVATION
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Reflection of previous day
Looking over the work from the previous day and the exercises, identify the key areas of interest for a brief review
and clarification
Theme

Further thoughts
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DAY 10– INNOVATION
DAY 10. OVERALL AIM OF THE D AY
To be able to have a flexible IDP and business plan that can be developed and form the basis of excellent career
and personal planning as they progress in their career

DAY 10 OBJECTIVES
By the end of this session participants will be able to:


Explain the impact of legal and ethical issues both in work experience and in running a creative
business



Explore and describe the importance of encountering failure and ways of dealing with it



Describe your business and look ways to innovate



Evaluate how to build and adapt a business plan to cope with change

DAY 10 OVERVIEW
You don’t need to be a genius to be creative. It is about the ability to generate fresh ideas, solve problems and
spot new opportunities
•

Problem solving

•

Lateral thinking / ideas generation

•

Spotting and creating opportunities

•

Innovation

However, in the long run, you will have to make decisions about yourself, when growing your career, or starting a
creative business, how much will depend on stakeholder’s perception of you as a lawful trustworthy individual.
Does the high quality of your art and genius for innovation put you above such things?
You might be the next Banksy or Andy Warhol, but just in case you are not, it may be important to look at your
image as an artisan and a business person and see if it is perceived in the right way by key stakeholders in your
market.
In this way it’s vital to always summarise your plan, and who you are, and if you see problems, either short term or
long term, you must plan some development activity to address this.
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Your IDP will always be with you, and how you use it could mean the success or failure of your business.
Lifelong Learning

Exercise 56
Discuss in small groups why it is important to be a lifelong learner. List as many reasons as you can and report
back to the group
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LEGAL AND ETHICAL IS SUES
As an organisation implements innovative technology there are legal and ethical issues that could arise at any
time. Intellectual property, privacy, copyright, and fair use are some legal and ethical issues that organisations
could encounter.

MODEL 52 INFLUENCES ON ETHICAL AND LAWFUL BEHAVIOUR

For creative companies, your reputation can be critical, if your stakeholders believe you are unlawful or noncompliant with funding, the artistic and business value of your offer could be tarnished.
The model above shows however, that even if you have a desire to remain true to your values, there are always
external pressures.
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You may be able to avoid them as a self-employed artisan, but you may be on work experience, or working on a
contract or in collaboration with others.
How do you manage to do the right thing and still maintain your reputation as an artisan that has integrity and has
ethical and lawful business practise?

Exercise 57
Is it possible to be ethical and lawful, and still be profitable?

What are the consequences to your business and reputation if you are not ethical and lawful?
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INNOVATION
Especially in the creative field, not all your ideas will work!

MODEL 53 INNOVATION FUNNEL

Sometimes, innovation is an improvement on an existing idea, not an original idea.
We need to innovate because of the following;


Online sales and marketing: Anyone can reach any market, anytime



Social Media: Customers’ views and desires change more rapidly due to constant new things for sale
and the desire for something different



The digital market for creative and artistic products is only in its infancy, the future is exciting but quite
frightening



Your customers might want more and different things from you



New customers might like your new products.
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Exercise 58
You may have a great product; list 3 things that might happen if you do not innovate

Now we are nearly at the end of the 10-day workshop, our final test to reflect on what we have learned and do the
following:


A brief revised business plan overview, a template to fill in (Exercise 63)



Conduct a presentation to the group on what you have learnt and the content of your IDP



Then a final reflection on having a good career and enjoying it at the same time!
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Exercise 59 - Final Review of Business Plan
Business Overview

Your Business Plan

At this stage, how would you describe your
business idea to potential stakeholders or
potential paying customers?

Purpose
Why do you still want to have your own
business, what do you hope to really
achieve?

Sales and Marketing
At this stage can I identify who will be my
customers, what they want and if I can meet
their needs? Also who else does or can offer
this?

Finance-Cost Control
and cash flow
Is my plan still financially viable, if not
what do I have to do to make it
financially possible?

Planning
Do I have the basis of a plan that will deliver
the business I want, and make allowances
for things to go wrong and still stay on track?

Staff and operations
management
Can I control and manage people and
operations to give the customer what they
need, and when they need it?

Pricing Risk and Growth
Am I pricing my products so they appeal to
my target market? Do I know the impact
on my business if I have to change my price
in order to grow and be sustainable?
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Exercise 60 – End of Workshop Presentation
You are required to produce a 5 to 10-minute presentation on your business, taking into account what you have
learnt over the last 10 days. Your presentation is to include:


An updated vision of your business, which may have changed since day 1. If your idea is still not fully
developed, explain to the group what your ideal vision would be.



The key points that you have learnt over the last 10 days.



The contents of your IDP, and how you are going to put into practice what you have learnt.

Final Exercise
Reflect on the past 10 days and look at your IDP Folder, what of the identified learning points will become key
learning and development objectives for your career.
Objectives for IDP

How do we do this?
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Suggested further reading
you may find this website of use which also provides tools to help with the planning of your new venture
http://diytoolkit.org/tools/
Business Model Canvas
http://businessmodelgeneration.com/canvas/bmc?_ga=1.251228933.2019348338.1453992673
Value Business Canvas https://strategyzer.com/canvas
Writing a business plan https://www.gov.uk/write-business-plan
Balanced Scoreboard
http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/what-is-the-balanced-scorecard.html
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FINAL ADVICE

The final advice, whatever path you decide to take, will be essential if you are to succeed in the future.

Read every day
List passions and use them to direct you
Write things down for later development
Be healthy and kind to yourself
Talk and listen
Have some fun!
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GLOSSARY
USP – unique selling point, sometimes also used as unique selling preposition; a marketing concept first
proposed as a theory to explain a pattern in successful advertising campaigns of the early 1940s; a feature of a
product that makes it different from any better than all its competitors; the factor or consideration presented by a
seller as the reason that one product or service is different from any better than that of the competition
(Cambridge Business English Dictionary/entrepreneur.com)
SMART objectives – A set of goals that are characterized by being Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Realistic,
Time-framed; usually used in the context of project management, employee-performance management and
personal development (businessdictionary.com)
IDP – stands for Individual Development Plan; a document that states what an individual wants to achieve in the
future, for example in the next year, and gives a plan for developing their skills so that they are able to achieve
their aims (Cambridge Business English Dictionary); its primary purpose is to help individuals reach short and
long-term goals, as well as improve current performance.
business plan - a detailed plan setting out the objectives of a business, the strategy and tactics planned to
achieve them, and the expected profits, usually over a period of three to ten years (Collins Dictionary); set of
documents prepared by an organisation's management to summarise its operational and financial objectives for
the near future (usually one to three years) and to show how they will be achieved. It serves as a blueprint to
guide the organisation's policies and strategies, and is continually modified as conditions change and new
opportunities and/or threats emerge. When prepared for external audience (lenders, prospective investors) it
details the past, present, and forecasted performance of the firm. And usually also contains pro-forma balance
sheet, income statement, and cash flow statement, to illustrate how the financing being sought will affect the
organisation's financial position (businessdictionary.com)
market segmentation - dividing a market into distinct groups of buyers who have distinct needs, characteristics, or
behaviour and who might require separate products or marketing mixes (Armstrong and Kotler, 2005: 54)
customer classification –often used as customer segmentation; The act of separating a group of clients into sets
of similar individuals that are related from a marketing or demographic perspective. For example, a business that
practices customer segmentation might group its current or potential customers according to their gender, buying
tendencies, age group, and special interests. (businessdictionary.com); a subdivision of a market into discrete
customer groups that share similar characteristics.
profit margin –often referred to as net margin, net profit margin or net profit ratio; Ratio of profit after taxes to
cost-of-sales, often expressed as a percentage; one of the measures of the profitability of a firm, and an indicator
of its cost structure. Formula: After-tax profit x 100 ÷ cost of sales. (businessdictionary.com)
cash flow - incomings and outgoings of cash, representing the operating activities of an organisation.
In accounting, cash flow is the difference in amount of cash available at the beginning of a period (opening
balance) and the amount at the end of that period (closing balance). It is called positive if the closing balance is
higher than the opening balance, otherwise called negative. Cash flow is increased by (1) selling more goods or
services, (2) selling an asset, (3) reducing costs, (4) increasing the selling price, (5) collecting faster, (6) paying
slower, (7) bringing in more equity, or (8) taking a loan. The level of cash flow is not necessarily a good measure of
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performance, and vice versa: high levels of cash flow do not necessarily mean high or even any profit; and high
levels of profit do not automatically translate into high or even positive cash flow. (businessdictionary.com)
overhead(s) – often also referred to as: burden, fixed costs, indirect costs, oncosts, running costs, expenses,
outgoings, operating costs; the regular and necessary costs, such as rent and heating, that are involved in
operating a business that are not directly attributable to any department or product and can therefore be
assigned only arbitrarily (Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary & Thesaurus, Collins Dictionary)
stakeholder - people or small groups with the power to respond to, negotiate with, and change the strategic future
of the organization' (Eden and Ackermann 1998: 117); anybody who can affect or is affected by an organisation,
strategy or project; a stakeholder can be internal or external and can be at senior or junior levels.
rich picture - a Rich Picture (RP) is a way to explore, acknowledge and define a situation and express it through
diagrams to create a preliminary mental model. A rich picture helps to open discussion and come to a broad,
shared understanding of a situation.
mind map - diagram used to visually organise information. A mind map is often created around a single concept,
drawn as an image in the centre of a blank landscape page, to which associated representations of ideas such as
images, words and parts of words are added.
breakeven point - the point at which volume of sales or production enables an enterprise to cover related costs
and expenses without profit and without loss : that volume of trade or degree of activity at which total income
equals total expenditures (Merriam-Webster Dictionary); You will break even when: Total revenue per month =
Total costs per month; Unit sale price × Unit sales = Total monthly fixed costs + (Unit variable cost × Unit sales);
(Unit sale price × Unit sales) – (Unit variable cost × Unit sales) = Total fixed costs; (Unit sale price – Unit variable
cost) × Unit sales = Total fixed costs; Unit sales per month = Total fixed costs/Unit sale price – Unit variable cost
(startups.co.uk).
contingency planning - Activity undertaken to ensure that proper and immediate follow-up steps will be taken by a
management and employees in an emergency. Its major objectives are to ensure (1) containment of damage or
injury to, or loss of, personnel and property, and (2) continuity of the key operations of the organisation.
(businessdictionary.com); a plan that is made for dealing with an emergency, or with something that might
possibly happen and cause problems in the future; It is often used for risk management when an exceptional risk
that, though unlikely, would have catastrophic consequences (Cambridge Business English Dictionary);
change management - the leadership and direction of the process of organisational transformation – especially
with regard to human aspects and overcoming resistance to change (Fincham and Rhodes, 2005); the systematic
approach and application of knowledge, tools and resources to deal with change. Change management means
defining and adopting corporate strategies, structures, procedures and technologies to deal with changes in
external conditions and the business environment (The Society for Human Resource Management)
compliance - certification or confirmation that the doer of an action (such as the writer of an audit report), or the
manufacturer or supplier of a product, meets the requirements of accepted practices, legislation, prescribed rules
and regulations, specified standards, or the terms of a contract. (businessdictionary.com)
quality systems - the management system used to direct and control an organisation with regard to quality
(official definition from International Organisation for Standardisation); the system that an organisation uses to
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manage the quality of their services or products. Quality management systems are only one type of management
system; other examples include financial management systems, safety management systems and environmental
management systems
gross profit – also referred to as sales profit or credit sales; the profit a company makes after deducting the costs
associated with making and selling its products, or the costs associated with providing its services; it can be
usually found on a company's income statement or can be calculated with this formula: Gross profit = revenue cost of goods sold
net profit - often referred to as the bottom line, net income, net earnings; is the gross profit (revenue minus cost
of goods) minus operating expenses and all other expenses, such as taxes and interest paid on debt; the profit of
a company after operating expenses and all other charges including taxes, interest and depreciation have been
deducted
shareholder -an individual, group, or organization that owns one or more shares in a company, and in whose
name the share certificate is issued; a company’s owner (businessdictionary.com)
set up cost - the amount of money needed to start a business, service, etc (Cambridge Business English
Dictionary); the costs incurred to configure a machine for a production run. This cost is considered a fixed cost of
the associated batch, so its cost is spread over the number of units produced (accountingtools.com)
fixed cost -a basic operating expense of a business that cannot be avoided, such as a rent, property tax,
insurance, etc; this is a cost that does not vary depending on production or sales levels
variable cost - those costs that vary depending on a company's production volume; they rise as production
increases and fall as production decreases. Variable costs differ from fixed costs such as rent, advertising,
insurance and office supplies, which tend to remain the same regardless of production output
total cost – cost comprised of fixed costs and variable costs
marketing - the action or business of promoting and selling products or services, including market research and
advertising (Oxford Dictionary); the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion and
distribution of ideas, goods and services to create exchange and satisfy individual and organisational objectives
(The American Marketing Association)
revenue – also referred to as sales or turnover; the income generated from sale of goods or services, or any other
use of capital or assets, associated with the main operations of an organisation before any costs or expenses are
deducted. Revenue is shown usually as the top item in an income (profit and loss) statement from which all
charges, costs, and expenses are subtracted to arrive at net income (businessdictionary.com)
skimming pricing - an approach under which a producer sets a high price for a new high-end product (such as an
expensive perfume) or a uniquely differentiated technical product (such as one-of-a-kind software or a very
advanced computer). Its objective is to obtain maximum revenue from the market before substitutes products
appear. After that is accomplished, the producer can lower the price drastically to capture the low-end buyers and
to thwart the copycat competitors (businessdictionary.com)
supply chain - entire network of entities, directly or indirectly interlinked and interdependent in serving the same
consumer or customer. It comprises of vendors that supply raw material, producers who convert the material into
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products, warehouses that store, distribution centres that deliver to the retailers and retailers who bring the
product to the ultimate user. Supply chains underlie value-chains because, without them, no producer has the
ability to give customers what they want, when and where they want, at the price they want. Producers compete
with each other only through their supply chains, and no degree of improvement at the producer's end can make
up for the deficiencies in a supply chain which reduce the producer's ability to compete (businessdictionary.com)
penetration pricing - pricing strategy that sets a low price to increase sales and market share. Once market share
has been captured the firm may well then increase their price.
competition pricing -pricing strategy that involves setting a price in comparison with competitors.
product line pricing -pricing different products within the same product range at different price points; this type of
pricing strategy assists the company in maximising turnover and profits
bundle pricing- bundling a group of products at a reduced price as a pricing strategy
psychological pricing -pricing strategy that considers the psychology of price and the positioning of price within the
market place; the seller will therefore charge 99p instead £1 or €199 instead of €200
premium pricing - pricing strategy that sets the price high to reflect the exclusiveness of the product
optional pricing - selling optional extras along with the product to maximise the turnover
cost based pricing – pricing strategy that takes into account the cost of production and distribution
cost plus pricing – pricing strategy that adds a percentage to costs as profit margin to come to the final pricing
decision; for instance, it may cost £/€100 to produce a piece of jewellery and the jeweller adds 20% as a profit
margin so the selling price would be £/€120.00
value based pricing -pricing strategy which sets prices primarily, but not exclusively, on the value, perceived or
estimated, to the customer rather than on the cost of the product or historical prices
cost leadership pricing - strategy used by businesses to create a low cost of operation within their niche; the use
of this strategy is primarily to gain an advantage over competitors by reducing operation costs below that of
others in the same industry (businessdictionary.com)
marketing funnel - also referred to as the purchase funnel; a model which describes the theoretical customer
journey (Attention, Interest, Desire and Action (AIDA)) from the moment of first contact with your brand to the
ultimate goal of a purchase
AIDA - popular for over a hundred years as a sales training tool, AIDA stands for Attention, Interest, Desire and
Action as the names for steps to be taken in sequence in a selling process. The salesperson must (1) first make
the prospect aware of the product, (2) foster any interest shown, (3) stimulate the desire to buy and possess the
product and, finally, (4) encourage action to purchase. (businessdictionary.com)
CRM – stands for Customer Relationship Management. 1. a computerized system for identifying, targeting,
acquiring, and retaining the best mix of customers. Customer relationship management helps in profiling
prospects, understanding their needs, and in building relationships with them by providing the most suitable
products and enhanced customer service. It integrates back and front office systems to create a database of
customer contacts, purchases, and technical support, among other things. This database helps the company in
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presenting a unified face to its customers, and improves the quality of the relationship, while enabling customers
to manage some information on their own. 2. a management philosophy according to which a company’s goals
can be best achieved through identification and satisfaction of the customers' stated and unstated needs and
wants. (businessdictionary.com)
stakeholder management - the process of managing the expectation of anyone that has an interest in a project or
will be effected by its deliverables or outputs
information systems - a combination of hardware, software, infrastructure and trained personnel organized to
facilitate planning, control, coordination, and decision making in an organisation. (businessdictionary.com)
risk management - is the art and science of thinking about what could go wrong, and what should be done to
mitigate those risks in a cost-effective manner.
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